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Outcomes
Part 1 : at the end of this module students should be able to:
1. Identify core vocabulary
2. Identify the main idea of a text
3. Use capital letters and punctuation (full stop, comma, question    
         mark, exclamation mark, apostrophe) correctly.
4. Reorder sentences.
5. Use conjunctions
6. Identify the simple past
7. Write different sentences about certain topics
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UNIT Period 1

  Listen and repeat. 

accident      awful      back      bang      call      crash
fall      miss     stairs       still      summer camp      tired

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

My summer holiday1

Amy and Ben still had fun on their holiday. 
Amy’s arm doesn’t hurt anymore.

Amy told Rania about the accident. Amy’s friend 
called a teacher and Amy went to the hospital.

Amy climbed up the stairs of the tree house 
and fell back down and then crashed into the 
flowers. She banged her head and arm.

Amy and Ben came back to Palestine. Rania 
and Amy were talking.

1

Oh dear! What 
happened to your arm? I fell down and broke it.

Yes, I had a 
great time, but I 
missed you too! 

Welcome back, Amy!  
I missed you. Did you have a 
nice time at summer camp?

3 4My friend Ann heard me fall. She 
called a teacher and I went to hospital.

Did you still have a good 
time at summer camp?

Oh yes, we had a great time. We 
played lots of sports and we went 
swimming every day! Look – my 

friends wrote their names.Phew! Thank goodness!

2

We played all day. Amy was very 
tired. Then she had an accident. 

She fell down the stairs of the 
tree house and broke her arm.

How awful!
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Unit 1 Period 2

 Work in groups of four or five. Read aloud.

 Read. Then work in pairs and circle the correct words.

1 Amy broke her arm at summer camp / winter camp.

2 Amy crashed / banged her head and arm.

3 Rania rescued / missed Amy.

4 Amy jumped / fell down into the flowers.

5 Amy climbed up the shelf / stairs of the tree house.

6 Amy called / went to hospital.

1

2

 Read and write answers to the questions.

1 What happened to Amy?  

2 How did Rania feel?  

3 Where did Amy’s accident happen?  

4 How did Amy have the accident?  

5 Why did Amy fall?  

6 Where did Amy fall?  

3
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 Read and think. Complete the sentences with correct words.

1 Last summer Ben and Amy                       (go) to a summer camp.

2 Amy                       (get) tired.

3 She                        (climb) the stairs of the tree house.

4 She                       (fall) down the stairs.

 Think and write the correct questions and answers.

What did you do in the summer holiday?

1 did you go where?  a to the beach. i went 

     

2 did you go? when  b in August. we went

     

3 did you who go with?   c my family. i went with

     

4 did you do? what  d in the sea. we swam

     

1

2

Unit 1 Period 3

Remember, use a CAPITAL letter at the 
start of a sentence. Use a full stop at 

the end of a sentence. Check the verb!

 Think and write the  
correct sentences.

Last summer …

1 amy break her arm  

2 she fall down the stairs  

3 amy crash down into the flowers  

4 amy go to the hospital  

3
[a/w 10.1 Ben]
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Unit 1 Period 4

 Think and write sentences about a summer holiday or 
places you would like to visit.

 Write the words. Practise your handwriting.     

1

2

 Read and complete the sentences. Check your spelling.3

1 Welcome                             . 

We                             you. 

Did you enjoy the 

                                        

                                       ?

2 The boy ran fast and 

didn’t see the glass door. 

He                             his 

head. His mother cried 

‘Oh no, how                      !’

3 The driver was very  

                                       . 

He did not see the car 

and they                           .

4 The man                             

the police. ‘There was an  

                                       ’, 

he said.

5 ‘How do you feel?’ said  

the doctor. ‘My head 

                      hurts’, said 

the man.

6 The kittens tried to climb 

the                                   . 

One                                  

down.
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Good friends

 Listen and repeat. 

anyone      argue      but      cry      give back      go away      invite 
lend      problem      quiz      share      someone      understand

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

2

Ben and Omar wanted to play basketball. 
Omar saw Bilal. He invited Bilal to play. Ben 
and Bilal were friends again.

Ben was very sad. Bilal said to Ben ‘Go away! 
You’re not my friend’. Omar said ‘We can find 
someone nice to play with.’

Fatima gave back Rania’s favourite book. Rania 
and Fatima were friends again.

Rania was crying. She had a problem. Rania 
needed her book but Fatima left it at home.

1 2
Rania, what happened? I don’t 
understand why you are crying.

I have a problem. I lent 
Fatima my favourite book, but 
she left it at home. I need it.

Let’s go home and do 
this quiz about friends!

I like sharing my books with 
someone but I want them back. 
I don’t like arguing with anyone.

3 4
Come on Omar. 

Let’s play basketball.

Why doesn’t Bilal like 
playing with me?

Hey Ben, let’s 
ask Bilal.

I’m sorry Ben.

Ben, don’t be sad.

Sorry, Rania. I will 
give back your book.
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Unit 2 Period 2

 Work in groups of four or five. Read the preious passage 
aloud. 

 Read. Then work in pairs and circle the correct words.

1 I like sharing / giving things with my friends.

2 I feel sad when someone / anything argues with me.

3 I like doing a game / quiz about friends.

4 You need to understand / make a problem.

5 My friends borrow / lend me their books.

6 I leave / invite my friends to my party.

1

2

 Read and write answers to the questions.

1 Why was Rania sad?  

2 What did Fatima do?  

3 What did Rania, Fatima and Amy do?  

4 What did Bilal say to Ben?  

5 What did Omar do?  

6 Who do you think is a good friend?  

3
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 Look and complete the sentences with the correct words.

quiz      lend      share      someone      crying      invite      understand 
give back      argue      problem

1

 Read and circle the correct words.

1 Rania and Amy were / was happy to do the quiz.

2 Fatima was / were not a good friend. She did not give back Rania’s book.

3 Ben was / were sad and argued with Bilal.

4 Omar invited Bilal to play basketball. We were / was all good friends.

2

1 Samir doesn’t                       why his brother 

won’t                       his toys with him.

2 I am going to ask Amy to come to my party. Is 

there                       you want to                      ?

3 ‘Don’t                      !’ said mum. The baby is 

                     .

4 I have a                      . I don’t like to                       

things to my friends but I like to invite friends  

to my house.

5 Look Amy! The                       says I am a good  

friend but I need to tell my friends to                       

                      my things!

Questionnaire

1  Do you lend your 

things to friends?

   

2  Do you invite your 

friends home?

  

✘

✔

Unit 2 Period 3
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  Read and think. Complete the sentences with correct words.

1 Ben                                   (tell) Omar about Bilal.

2 Rania                                   (lend) Fatima a book.

3 Fatima                                   (share) a quiz with Rania and Amy.

4 Omar                                   (invite) Bilal to play basketball.

5 Rania                                   (argue) with Fatima about her book.

6 Ben                                   (cry) when Bilal said ‘Go away!’

 Think and match the correct questions and answers.

1 What did Rania do? a   Bilal                                  (say) to him, ‘Go away!’ 

2 Who did Fatima go with? b Omar                                   (invite) Bilal to play  
  basketball.

3 What did Omar do?  c She                                   (lend) Fatima her book.

4 Why was Ben sad? d Amy and Rania                                   (go) with her. 

1

2

Unit 2 Period 4

 Think and write the  
correct sentences.

1 rania lent her favourite book to fatima fatima left the book at home

 Rania lent her favourite book to Fatima, but Fatima left the book at home. 
2 rania asked for her book fatima did not have it

  

3 rania needed her book fatima did not understand

  

3 Remember, use a CAPITAL letter 
at the start of a sentence. Use a 
full stop at the end of a sentence. 

Join the sentences using but.



UNIT Period 1
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 Listen and repeat. 

thirteenth      fourteenth      fifteenth      sixteenth      seventeenth 
eighteenth      nineteenth      twentieth      twenty-first      thirtieth 

adventure      burst      chase      turn (over)      when

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

Summer adventures3

Rania’s family went on holiday from the 15th 
to the 18th of August. Amy’s family went 
horse riding on the 30th of August.

Omar was telling Ben about his biking holiday 
on the 14th of August.

Amy had an adventure on the 13th of August 
in England. It was great fun.

Omar’s family stayed at their aunt’s sheep 
farm from the 15th – 21st of July. A wolf was 
chasing the sheep when they ran away.

1
2

We were going down the river when the boat 
turned over. My shoes floated in the water!

Two of the car wheels burst! The first on 
the day we were travelling to the farm and 

the second on the day we left the farm.

3 4

Oh it did! I went to Jericho and won a bike 
race. I was looking at my parents and sister 
when I fell off my bike. Everyone laughed.

How wonderful! Well, we were riding 
horses in England when we lost our way. 

The clever horses took us back to the farm.

Ouch! That hurt!

Oh Amy, what are you doing? 
Why are you in the river?

We stayed in a beautiful valley for three 
days on summer camp. We were hiking 

when we saw some baby birds trying to fly.

You had some adventures last summer.

 Work in groups of four or five. Read the passage aloud.3
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 Read. Then tick the correct sentences.

1 Omar and his family were staying on the farm when the wolf chased the sheep. 

2 Omar’s family drove to the farm on the thirtieth of August. 

3 Omar was riding a horse when he fell off. 

4 Amy turned over in the boat on the thirteenth of August. 

5 Rania and her family were camping from the fifteenth to the eighteenth. 

6 Ben’s family went horse riding. 

 Read and write answers to the questions.

1 What was the wolf doing to the sheep at the farm? 
 

2 What happened to the wheels when the family were driving? 
 

3 What happened to Amy’s boat in the river? 
 

4 When did the second wheel of the car burst? 
 

5 When did Amy’s family go horse riding? 
 

6 When were Omar’s family at the summer camp? 
 

1

2

Unit 3 Period 2
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Unit 3 Period 3

 Read and think. Complete the sentences with correct words.

1 Last summer omar and his family                       (drive) to the farm when the wheel burst.

2 The wolf                       (chase) the sheep at the farm when they ran away.

3 Omar                       (ride) his bike when he fell off.

4 It                       (rain) when Amy and Ben went in the river.

5 Amy                       (play) in her boat when it turned over.

6 Rania and her family                       (hike) in a beautiful valley.

 Think and write the correct questions and match them to 
the answers.

What were they doing in the summer holiday?

1 Rania in the valley and her family doing What were? a She was playing in a boat.

  

2 was Omar in Jericho doing What? b They were hiking and watching birds.

  

3 was in the river Amy What doing? c He was riding his bike in a race.

  

1

2
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Unit 3 Period 4

Remember, use a CAPITAL letter at the start 
of a sentence. Use a full stop at the end of a 
sentence. Join the sentences using when.

1 amy was playing in a boat it turned over 

 Amy was playing in a boat when it turned over. 

2 Omar was riding his bike he fell off

  

3 the family were driving to the farm the wheel burst

  

 Think and write the  
correct sentences.

1

 Read and complete the sentences. Check your spelling.2

1 We were camping on the 

                                        , 

                                        , 

                                        

and                                   

of August.

2 I was floating in the river  

when my boat                       

                                    . Ben 

and I were on a summer 

camp, we arrived on the 

twelfth of August and it 

happened the next day, 

the                                of 

August. What an  

                                         !

3 Omar was riding his bike in 

Jericho when he fell. It was 

the                                     

of August.
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UNIT Period 1

 Listen and repeat. 

attack      diver      fight      funny      mouse      noise
other      ox (oxen)      push      safe      together      while

 Listen and answer the questions. 

1

2

Films I like4

Amy’s parents watched a film while she was 
doing her homework. They told her about the 
film.

Omar’s parents watched a film about tigers. The 
young ox was not near the other oxen. While 
the young ox was eating, the tiger attacked it.

Omar told Ben about a rescue film. A dolphin 
rescued a diver when he got tired and stopped 
swimming. The dolphin kept the diver safe.

Amy told Rania about a funny cartoon. A dog 
was chasing a cat and a cat was chasing a 
mouse. And then an angry man got up when 
he heard the noise and chased them all.

1 2

While the dog was chasing 
the cat, the mouse hid and 

watched it.

And then what 
happened?

3 4
Oxen need to stay together 

then they are safe.

Oh no, poor ox!

He was fine! The dolphin rescued him!

I saw a great film. The 
dolphin swam under the diver 
and pushed him to his boat. 

What happened 
to the diver?

While big green fish were fighting, 
the small orange fish took their food.

How clever! While the small orange fish was 
eating the food, it hid under a green plant.

A cat crashed into a tree while 
it was chasing the mouse.
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 Read and write answers to the questions.

1 What was the dolphin doing to the diver?  

2 What was the cat chasing?  

3 What was the tiger attacking?  

4 Why was the small orange fish under the plant?  

5 What did Amy think about the cartoon?  

6 What do oxen need to do to stay safe?  

1

Unit 4 Period 2

 Look and complete the sentences with the correct words. 

pushing      attacked      fighting      mouse      while      diver      safe      
noise      together      funny

2

1 The dolphin was                       the                       

to the boat.

2 The green fish were                       and the 

orange fish was                       under the plant.

3 The tiger                       the young ox but the 

older oxen stayed                      .

4 The man was chasing the                      , cat  

and dog and made lots of                      .

5 The cat crashed into a chair                       it was 

chasing the mouse. This was very                      .
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 Read and circle the correct words.

1 The dolphin pushed the diver to his boat while the other divers were / was watching.

2 The older oxen were safe together while the tiger were / was attacking the younger ox.

3 The man watched while the dog were / was chasing the cat and the mouse.

4 The mouse watched while the dog was / were chasing the cat.

5 The orange fish hid while the green fish was / were fighting.

1

 cat / chase / mouse The cat was chasing the mouse.

1 fish / hide / plant The 

2 oxen / eat / together  

3 tiger / attack / ox  

Unit 4 Period 3

 Read and think. Complete the sentences with correct words.

1 The dog chased the cat while the cat                                            (chase) the mouse.

2 The cat crashed into a tree while it                                             (chase) the mouse.

3 The tiger attacked the young ox while the older oxen                                             (eat).

4 The orange fish hid while the green fish                                             (fight). 

5 Other divers watched the dolphin while it                                             (push) the diver to 
the top of the water.

6 The big green fish fought while the orange fish                                             (hide) under 
the plant. 

 Think and write the correct answers.

What were they doing?

2

3
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Unit 4 Period 4

 Read and write.

1 What did the dolphin do?

  

1 1

2 2 Why was the orange fish hiding?

  

3 Why was the mouse angry?

  

3

1 amy’s parents watched a film she was doing her homework 

 Amy’s parents watched a film while she was doing  
her homework. 

2 the orange fish took the food the green fish were fighting

  

3 the wheel burst the family were driving to the farm

  

 Write the words. Practise your handwriting.

ox      attack      noise      fight      funny      while      other 
together      mouse      diver      push      safe

3

 Think and write the  
correct sentences.2

I pushed the diver 
while the other divers 

were watching. 

Stop that noise!

I wasn’t safe. They were 
attacking the plants together!

Remember, use a CAPITAL letter at the start 
of a sentence. Use a full stop at the end of a 
sentence. Join the sentences using while.
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Revision Worksheet Unit ( 1 )

                                                                                                      Fall       fell

               Remember (simple past verb )                                didn’t + verb   

                                                                                                      Did ………. + verb …………?

A) Correct the verbs between brackets using simple past.

         1) Yesterday, my brother …………………. down and broke his arm.  (fall)

         2) Leila ………………. tired and went to the doctor last week.   (get)

         3) In the past, people ………………………internet.  (not, have)

         4) Where ………………Mazen …………………last day?  (go)

         5) Which dress ……………you ………………for the party?  (choose)

B)  Write the correct questions and answers. Use (.? capital)

        1)   samir   did where?  sleep

                ……………………………………………………………………………….

         2)  slept    he     bedroom in his.

                ………………………………………………………………………………

         3) did    who ?    go with   you 

               ……………………………………………………………………………….

        4) my parents i   with   went  

              ………………………………………………………………………………..

 C) Match the meanings with their suitable words.

         1) A holiday in the summer time                      ……….  crash

         2) very bad                                                           ………..  return

         3) To fall very fast                                               ……….. summer holiday

         4) To come again                                                 ……….. stairs

         5) way to go up high                                           ………..  awful
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Revision Worksheet Unit ( 2 )

A) Correct the verbs in brackets using simple past.

       1  ) Omar ………………….his friends to play basketball .  (invite)

       2  ) The baby …………………because he was hungry .   (cry)

       3  ) The teachers …………………at the museum last day .  (be)

      4  ) What ……………you …………….your sister at her birthday ? (give)

      5  ) Rami ……………………..his camera to Adnan .  (not, lend)

B) Join the sentences using (but). Use correct punctuation marks.

      1) omar is a good friend                he didn’t share things with others 

            ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

      2)  i went to Chinese restaurant           i don’t like Chinese food

           ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

  C) Circle the correct words.

       1) When I go to the library, I borrow / lend books.

       2) We usually leave / invite friends to our parties.

       3) Talal feels sad when someone / anything argues with him.

       4) Good friends understand / argue each other.
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Revision Worksheet Unit (3)
           

A) Read the conversation at the beginning of the unit then write true or false to the following 
sentences. Correct the false ones.

         1) One of the wheels just burst.  (              )
         2) Amy had her adventure on the 13th of August in Italy.  (             )
         3) Omar fell down while he was riding his bike.  (             )
         4) Amy`s family lost their way. They were riding camels.  (             )

B) Circle the correct answer.
         1) Manar was / were eating her food when she saw a big dog.
         2) My friends was / were sailing when the boat turned over.

C) Correct the verbs in brackets.
         Example:  I was writing my homework when my father came.

       1) The girls ………………………… (play) tennis when it …………………. (rain).  
       2) Fadwa ………………………….( eat  ) pizza when her brother ……………….. ( fall )down .
       3) When the mouse …………………. (hide), the dog ………………………… (chase ) the cat .

D) Write correctly, and join sentences using (when) .
        1) the sheep were eating grass             the wolf chased them
                 ………………………………………………………………………………………………
       2) mazen was driving his car                an accident happened
               ………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Revision Worksheet Unit (4)

     Amy told Rania about a funny cartoon. A dog was chasing a cat and a cat was chasing a mouse. 
And then an angry man got up when he heard the noise and chased them all. Omar told Ben about a 
rescue film. A dolphin rescued a diver when he got tired and stopped swimming. The dolphin kept the 
diver safe.
    Omar’s parents watched a film about tigers. The young ox was not near the other oxen. While the 
young ox was eating, the tiger attacked it. Amy’s parents watched a film while she was doing her 
homework. They told her about the film.

A) Say whether the following sentences are true (T) or false (F). 
1 The dolphin pushed the diver to his boat. (     )
 2 The small fish took the food while the big fish were sleeping. (    )
3 The tiger attacked the ox.  (    )
4 The oxen always stay together.  (    )

 B) Answer the questions:
1.  What kind of film did Amy watch?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2.  Who rescued the diver? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
C) Fill in the blanks with the suitable words: 

               safe     attacked     hiding    while      together
  
1- The cat crashed into a chair ------------it was chasing the mouse. 
2-The tiger --------------the young ox.
3- Oxen stayed--------------.
4- The orange fish was ------------------------under the plant.
  
D)  Complete sentences with the correct words:                                            
 
1- The tiger attacked the young ox while the older oxen------------------------- (eat). 

2- The orange fish hid while the green fish ----------------------------- (fight). 

E) Write the sentences correctly:                                                          
1- what are you doing Amy and rania---------------------------------------------------------?
2- omar is longer than ali ---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Model Test (1)

Part one: Reading and vocabulary (9 pts)

Read carefully, then answer the following questions. 

               Yesterday Ben  went to the cinema to watch a film . He watched a rescue film . The dolphin 
saw

a diver swimming in the sea . He was very tired and couldn’t go to his boat . The dolphin pushed the 
diver to his boat , so he kept the diver safe . Ben said it was a very exciting film .

            Omar`s family watched a film about oxen on 15th of August . In nature , oxen need to stay 
together to be safe . While the oxen were eating , the tiger attacked the young ox . Poor ox , the lion ate 
it .

1) Are the following sentences (True or False) . Correct the false ones. (1.5 pts)

a) Ben watched the film at home.                        (                 )

b) For safety, oxen need to stay together.         (                 )

c) The diver rescued the dolphin.                         (                )

2) Answer these questions. (3 pts)

a) How did the dolphin rescue the diver?           
……………………………………………………………

b) When did Omar`s family watch the film?       
……………………………………………………………

c) What happened to the young ox?                   
…………………………………………………………….

3) Find from the passage. (1.5 pts)

a) The opposite of (pulled) is …………………….   .

b) You are ………………………. when you are away from danger.

c) The underlined pronoun (he) refers to ………………………….     .
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4) Complete the sentences using the suitable words. (3 pts)

(   stairs          /   burst         /    accident         /    share        /    fell            )

a) My father was driving his car when the wheel ……………………   .

b) Good friends …………………………things with others.

c) The kittens tried to climb the ………………………….  . One …………………..
down .

Part Two: Writing and language (7 pts)

1) Write:  What were they doing? (2 pts)

a) cat      /     chase    / mouse            

…………………………………………………………………

b) oxen / eat / together  

………………………………………………………………..

2) Order and write correctly. (2 pts)

a) did     Where    ?   his  car    leave   Bilal           
………………………………………………………………………

b) was   Omar  doing  in Jericho  What  ?          
……………………………………………………………………….

3) Circle the correct answer. (2 pts)

a) Last week, my mom …………………………. our cousins to my party.

       Invite                   invited                  was inviting

b) While the dog …………………………. the cat, the man watched them.

       chase                   chased                  was chasing

c) Where did the mouse ………………….?

         hide                      hid                        was hiding 

              d) Salma …………………………her hair every day.

                             wash                 washes                       is washing
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4) Join sentences using (when   / while) . Write correctly. (1 pt.)

a) amy was playing in a boat                 it turned over

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

b) omar fell down                          he was riding his bike 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Part Three: Speaking (4 pts)

Answer these questions about you.

        1) Who is your best friend?

        2) When do you see your best friend and where?

        3) What does a good friend do?

        4) what is special about your friend?


